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To all whom it may concern:

,

Be it known that I, RALPH CLIFTON PAT
TON, a citizen of the United States, and
resident of the city of‘ Providence, _in the
5 county of Providence and State of Rhode
Island, have invented certain new and use

time switch as inclosed in a casing, the same.
being shown in section and the whole being .
re resented as set into a wall. _'

2- is- a _

si e elevationof my improved casing show
mg the same artly in section and with one
of the side p ates removed. Fig. 8’-—~ is an

ful Improvements in a Time-Switch, of end elevation of my improved switch. Fig.
4- is a sectional end? "'w. on line 41-7-4; of
which ‘the following is a speci?cationj
This invention relates to a time switch of Fig. 2. Fig. 5+- is'a view'looking at

10

the class more particularly adaptedto- be
connected to “an electric lighting circuit to
automatically break the circuit and extin
guish the lights after a predetermined inter

inner face of the. backl-pl'ate showing the ca

' contact plates and ‘the contact ?ngers which _

are carried bythe spring operated actuator. -

Fig. 6-—- is a perspective view showing the
key
or operating push button and the means
val.
The object of this invention is to provide through which it moves the‘ actuator and
15
in such a switch an actuator and time con—__ also showing the adjustable sto for control
trolling means therefor, whereby the actua ling the operating stroke of't e key. Fig.
tor maybe energized and connected to a 7- is' a detail showing a face view of the
. time controlling mechanism to operate an“ graduated adjusting. disk. Fig. 8-—- is a
20‘electr1cswitch after a predetermined in detail showing a face view of the graduated
stop member. Figs. 9 and.10—- show mem~
A further object of the invention is the bers of another form of'casing in which the
provision of means in the switch whereby operating mechanism is mounted.
My improved switch is of the character
the point of connection of said actuator to
25 said'time control may’ be positively'deter- - more particularly designed to be positioned
Y

terval.

.

~

mined and varied to cause the contact

>

80

in a wall and operated b one or more push
buttons or other/form o kc s. The switch

changes to take place at different intervals.
A still further object of the invention is comprises a front or outer pihte 12 which is
to provide means whereby the switch may be ‘adapted to be placed over a recess in the
wall into which the body of the switch ‘is
530 manually operated if desired to shut ed the set
and to this plate is connected the side
‘lights independent of the automatic shut-off
means.

75

"

85

frames.13 and 14; which are for the purpose

,

It is found in practice that where lights of supporting the operating mechanism. A
are located in isolated places such as the at back plate 15 is secured to the inner edge of

tic, the cellar or other out of the way place these side frames and on it is carried two
seldom visited, that a preoccupied person, binding posts 16 and 17 which are insulated

after lighting the lamp, often leaves without
extinguishing the same ‘and the light con?
tinucs to burn until found and turned oif by
some chance visitor, and therefore, to. ob
viate this useless expenditure, I have devised

90

from the frame and are connected through '

the insulation block 18 to the contact plates
19 and20 which plates are separated by a
central barrier 21. . 22 designates the operat

ing push button or key which projects
a switch to meet just such conditions which through the hole 23 in the plate _12 and to its
will, after a predetermined lapse of time, inner'end is secured an angle plate 24 by
45

automatically‘ extinguish the light. I have
also provided means in this switch whereby
the light may be extinguished‘by a. manual
operation if desired without waiting for the

means of the screw 25, see Fig. _6. A por

tion 26 of this plate is bent at a right angle
to bear against the wall of the frame 14 and
this plate is slotted as at 27. to receive the

guide pin 28 by which the button 27 is fur
“With these and other objects in view, the ther guided in its movement in and out
60 invention ccnsistsof certain novel features through the plate 12. This angle plate 241 is
of construction, as will be more fully de provided with a laterally extending arm 29
scribed, and particularly pointed out in the whichserves a double purpose; ?rst, it en
appended claims.
' gages the ?nger 30 and through it oscillates
. 4time interval to expire.

-

100

.
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In the accompanying drawings: Figure the arm 31 which is mounted on the shaft 32

55 1—— is a side elevation showing my improved to set the actuator for the purpose herein

110

I
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after described, and second, this laterally necting link 46, which latter is connected by

extending arm engages the graduated stop pin 62 to said arm 31 and by pin 63 to the
. 33, whereby the extent of motion of the push actuator; The. raising of‘ this actuator
button and the mechanism operated thereby. causes the rack to engage the pinion l9
is limited. This graduated stop is connected presently described, the extent of its rise
through the‘ short shaft 34 to the graduated being controlled by the position of the grad

70

disk 35 illustrated in Figs. 1 and 7, which uated stop member 33 and the extent of this
latter is provided with a slot ‘35a. in its face rise also determines the number of teeth in

10

to receive a screw driver or other instrument the rack which shall act'upon the pinion l5)

whereby the disk may be rotated to bring during that particular stroke. When it is
the required extension of the graduated stop desired that the maximum time shall elapse

75

intothe desired position to control the move after connecting the rack to the pinion be
ment of the push button 22. The face of this fore the same is released to throw the con
plate is lined of? or graduated to indicate the tact the graduated stop is rotated to present

20

25

time intervals which under control of the the shortest side 47 to the arm 29 and so
clock mechanism determine the lapse of time permit the button ‘and the mechanism con
before the contact is permitted to shift.
trolled thereby to receive the maximum
‘What i have termed the actuator includes stroke; and when the shortest time is de
the vertically slidable bar 36 and all the sired, the longest ?nger 48 is presented to

members carried thereby. The bar, itself, the arm 29 in which case the minimum num
is loosely mounted at its upper‘end to slide ber of rack teeth are connected to those of

through and swing in the bracket 87 which
is connected by screws 38 to the back plate
15. A pin 39 limits the downward motion
of this bar through the bracket and to the
lower end of this bar is connected a rack

the pinion and’ so by the same. method any >

of the intermediate positions may be readily
obtained. By this construction, it will. be‘
seen that the saring a5 acting through the

rack, serves to drive the clock mechanism the
member 4C9 having a number 01"‘ teeth ill on speed of the driving pinion 49 being con
its edge for the lower portion of its length, trolled by two elements; ?rst, by the strength
said rack member being plain or without of the spring 45, and second, by the arrange

teeth
its upper portion. To the lower ment of the elements in the clock mecha
end-‘of this bar and rack is‘eonnected a pair nism. ‘When but a short time is desired to
' of spring contact ?ngers 43 electrically con— elapse'after the circuit has been closed by
nected. together but insulated from the bar the" positioning. of the contact ?ngers, a
by the block at. These ?ngers extend up minimum number of teeth are positioned ‘to
35 ward from the base of the, bar, see Fig. 5,
come into engagement with the pinion 49
30

and normally rest with a spring tension
upon the insulation block 18. The tension
of these‘ ?ngers serves a double purpose;
?rst, to insure a proper electric contact when

brought into engagement with the contact
plates 19 and 20 and second, to yieldably
press the rack member 40 into engagement

with the driving pinion 49 which latter is
controlled in its movement by‘clock gearing
or other suitable time controlling mecha
nism 55 of any of the usual forms, a detail

description of that shown being deemed un

before being released thereby and the spring
45 acting on the pinion through the rack
drives the clock mechanism to rotate this
pinionuntil it releases the rack at which
time the latter under’ force of the ‘spring
jumps downward and causes'the' contact ?n
gers to quickly break the electric circuit.
lVhen a greater length of time is desired to
elapse the rack is raised higher and more
teeth are positioned to come into engage liO
ment with the pinion before the rack is re
leased.

‘

'

necessary. @ne of the features of this con
A feature of this invention is that the rack
struction is the provision of a coil spring 45 maybe lifted from engagement with the

wound around the bar 36 throughout its pinion to permit the contact to break the
length. One end of this spring engages the circuitand-extinguish the lights whenever
underside of the bracket 37 while the oppo desired. To accomplish this, I have pro

115

site end presses downward upon the bar to vided a second button or key 50 which slides
move the actuator and normally hold the through the plate 12 and is also guided by a
55 contact members 4C8 out of engagement with
slotted plate/51 on the pin 52, which plate is

60

their~respective plates 19 and 20. In order provided with a ?nger 53, see Fig. 4, extend
to control the movement of this actuator, ing outward for the purpose of engaging the
and prevent the spring when compressed rack member 40 and releasing it from the
from immediately moving the contact mem pinion to move the contacts to break the cir
bers from operative to inoperative position, cuit and cause the lights to be extinguished.
to break the circuit, I haveprovided the said A spring 54 is arranged to. press upon this
clock mechanism 55.

_

button to return the same to normal when

When the button 22 is pressed inward, released.
'
the actuator is raised through the medium
I have shown the clock mechanism as be
6.5 of the arm 29, ?nger 30, arm 31. and con ing located between the side walls 13 and 14,

1.3
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but in practice it is sometimes found to be the period for which the timing mechanism
~
most convenient ‘ to place this mechanism is set.
3. A time switch comprising-a slidable
outside of the frame 14 in the manner illus
trated in Fig. 9, whereby it maybe more actuator bar, a spring acting upon the same,

accessible for inspection ‘and repalrs. ~ One, a contact member movable with sald actu
form of clock mechanism is shown but any ator bar, a pivoted arm connected with the

form of time regulated mechanism may be actuator bar, a push button for rocking said.
employed. When, this switch is completed arm, whereby the actuatorbar is moved to
and ready to be inserted into the wall the shift the contact member and to compress
mechanism is entirely inclosed in an outer the spring in one operation, timing mecha- "
casing 56 which keeps foreign matter from nism, a rack member attached to said bar
the operating mechanism. The circuit wires and having a toothed portion and a smooth
57 are shown in Fig. 1 as being connected portion, said smooth portion being normally

through the lower portion of the casing to in engagement with said timing mechanism,
the toothed portion of said rack member be
ing positioned to engage the timing mecha

the binding posts 16 and 17 in the rear.
In Figs. 9 and 10, I have illustrated an
other form of casing in which the contact
plates 58 are placed in the back portion of
the casing 59, and the contact members 60
are carried in the front portion whereby
when the top plate 61 is moved from the
bottom or inner casing the operating mech

15

' nism when the bar ismoved to compress said

spring, the smooth portion of the rack mem

ber permitting accelerated return movement

of the actuatorbar at the end of the period
for which the timing- mechanism is set.
4. A timing switch comprising a slidable
anism is entirely exposed rendering the actuator bar, a spring acting upon the same,

same more accessible, but I do not wish to ‘ a contact member movable with said actu

be restricted to any particular‘form 'or ar ator bar, a rock shaft provided with an arm
rangement of parts as the same may be connected with said actuator bar, a ?nger
changed in many particulars without de also carried by said rock shaft, a button po
parting from the spirit and scope of my sitioned to engage said finger to rock said
shaft, whereby the actuator bar is moved to
invention.
shift the contact member and to compress
I claim:
.
the
spring on one operation, timing mecha
1. A time switch comprising a slidable
actuator bar, a spring acting upon the same, nism, a rack member attached to said bar
a contact member movable with said actua and having a toothed portion and a smooth
tor bar, means for moving the actuator bar portion, said smooth portion being normally
to shift the contact member and to compress in engagement with said timing mechanism

25

the toothed portion of said rack member be
nism, a rack member attached to said bar ing positioned to engage the timing mecha
and having a toothed portion and a smooth - nism when the bar is moved to compress
portion, said smooth portion being normally said spring, the smooth portion of the rack
in engagement with said timing mechanism, member permitting accelerated return move
the toothed portion of said rack member be .ment of the actuator bar at the end of the
ing positioned to engage the timing mecha period for which the timing mechanism 1s

the spring in one operation, timing mecha

40

nism when the bar is moved to compress

said spring, the smooth portion of the rack
db

member permitting accelerated return move

- ment of the actuator bar at the erd of the

set.

105

>

5. A time switch comprising a slidable
actuator bar, a spring acting upon the same,

110

a contact member movable with said actu

ator bar, means for moving the actuator
petriod for which the timing mechanism is bar
to shift the contact member and to com
se

.

"

‘2. ‘A time switch comprising a slidable press the spring on one operation, timing 11.5
50/ actuator bar, a spring acting upon the same, mechanism, a rack member attached to said
a contact member movable with said actua bar and having a toothed portion’ and a

tor bar, a push button, means operated by
the push button for moving the actuator
bar to shift the contact member and. to com
press the spring in one operation, timing
mechanism, a vrack member attached to said
bar ‘and having a toothed portion and a
60

smooth portion, said smooth portion. being
normally in engagement with said timing
mechanism, the toothed portion of said rack
member-being positioned toi engage the tim
ing mechanism when the bar is moved to com

smooth portion, said smooth portion being

normally in engagement with said timing
mechanism, the toothed portion of said rack
member being positioned‘ to engage the tim

130

ing mechanism when the bar is moved to

compress said spring, the smooth portion of
the rack member permitting accelerated re
turn movement of the actuator bar at the
-

end of the period for which the timing

12.3

mechanism is set, and means for variably
limiting the movement of said actuator bar

press said spring, the smooth portion of the in the spring-compressing direction.
6. A time switch comprising a slidable
rack member permitting accelerated return
actuator
bar, a spring acting upon the same,
movement of the actuator bar at the end' of

130

A
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a contact member movable with said actu

spring in one operation, timing mechanism,

ator bar, a push button, means operated by a rack member attached to said bar and
the push button for moving the actuator in having a toothed portion and a smooth por
one direction, timing mechanism, a rack tion, said smooth portion being normally 1n
member attached to said bar and having a

engagement with said timing mechanism,

70

smooth portion being normally .in engage beingpositioned to engage the timing mech
ment with said timing mechanism, the anism when the bar is moved to compress
toothed portion of said rack member being said spring, the smooth portion of the rack
positioned to engage the timing mechanism member permitting accelerated return move

75

toothed portion and a smooth portion, said the toothed portion of said rack member

10

when the bar is moved to ‘compress said ment of the ‘actuator bar at the end of the
spring, the smooth portion of the rack mem period for which the timing mechanism is
ber permitting accelerated return move set, and a graduated stop positioned to en
ment of the actuator bar at the end of the

gage the arm of the push button to limit

period for gwhich the timing mechanism is movement thereof.
set and means for variably limiting the in
ward movement of said push button.
7. A time switch comprising a slidable
actuator bar, a spring acting upon the same,
20 a contact member movable with said. actu

80

10. A time switch comprising a slidable
actuator bar, a spring acting upon the same,
a contact member movable with said actu

ator bar, a push button, means operated by
the push button for moving the actuator bar

ator bar, a push button provided with an in one direction, timing mechanism, a rack
arm, moans engaged by the arm of the push member attached to said bar and having a
button for moving the actuator bar to shift toothed portion and a smooth portion, said

smooth portion being normally in engage
spring in one operation, timing mechanism, ment with said timing mechanism, the
a rack member attached to said bar and toothed portion of said rack member being
having a toothed portion and a smooth por positioned to engage the timing mechanism
tion, said smooth portion being normally in when the bar is moved to compress said
engagement‘ with said timing mechanism, spring, the smooth portion of the rack mem~
the toothed portion of said rack member ber permitting accelerated return movement
being positioned to engage the timing mech of the actuator bar at the end of the period

86

the‘ contact member and to compress the

30
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95

anism when the bar is moved to compress for which the timing mechanism is set, a
said spring, the smooth portion of the rack rotatable shaft, and radiating pins of differ
member permitting accelerated return move-‘ ent lengths carried by said shaft-and posi

85 ment of the actuator bar at the end of the , tioned to selectively limit inward movement 100

period for which the timing mechanism is ,of said push button.

set, and means positioned to engage the arm
11. A time switch comprising a slidable
of the push button to limit movement ' actuator bar,’ means for pivotally support

thereof.

40

'

8. A time switch comprising a slidable

ing said bar, a spring acting upon the bar,
a _contact member movable w1th said actu 185

actuator bar, a spring acting upon the same, vator bar, means for moving the actuator bar
a contact member movable with said, actu
45

smooth portion being normally in engage-_

50

55

to shift the contact member and to compress

ator bar, a push button, means operated by the spring in one operation, timing mecha
the push button for moving the actuator nism, a rack member attached to said bar
in one direction, timing mechanism, a rack and positioned to engage said timing mecha 110
member attached to saidebar and having a nism, and means for moving the ,bar to dis
toothed portion and a smooth portion, said engage the rack member from said timing
mechanism.

-

ment with said timing mechanism, the
12. A time switch comprising a slidable
toothed portion of said rack member being actuator bar, a supporting bracket, means 115
positioned to engage the timing mechanism for pivotally suspending said bar, in said
when the bar is moved to compress said bracket, means for pivotally supporting said
spring, the smooth portion of the rack mem bar, a spring acting upon the bar, a contact
ber permitting accelerated return movement member movable with said actuator bar,
of the actuator bar at the end of the period means for moving the actuator bar to shift 120
for which the timing mechanism is set, and thocontact member ‘and to compress the
a graduated stop positioned to variably‘ spring in one operation, timing mechanism,
limit inward movement of said push button. a rack member attached to said bar and po
9. A time switch comprising a - slidable sitioned to engage said timing mechanism
actuator bar, a spring~ acting upon the same, and means for moving the bar to disengage 125
a contact member movable with said actu the rack member from said timing mecha
ator bar, a push button provided with an nism.
arm, means engaged by the arm of the push
13. A time switch comprising a slidable
button for moving the actuator bar to shift .

it

actuator bar, means for pivotally support
the contact member ‘and to compress the mg said bar, a spring. acting upon the bar,

130
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5

member and to compress the spring in one
ator bar, means for moving the actuator bar operation, timing mechanism, a rack mem
to shift the contact member and to compress ber attached to said bar and positioned to
the spring in one operation, timing mecha engage said timing mechanism, a second
nism, a rack member attached to said bar push button contiguous to the ?rst push but
a contact member movable With said actu

and positioned to engage said timing mecha

ton, and means operated by the second push‘

nism, a push button, and means operated by button for disengaging the rack member
the push button for disengaging the rack from the timing mechanism.
member from said timing mechanism.
19

14. A time switch comprising a slidable

and pivoted actuator bar, a spring acting
upon the same, a contact member movable

with said actuator bar, a push button for
moving the actuator bar to shift the contact

In testimony whereof I affix ‘my signature
in presence of two Witnesses.

RALPH CLIFTON PATTON.
‘Vitnesses:

.

GEORGE W. STEERE,
GEORGE GIVENS RAesT.
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